Our New House
To: Anyone wanting to build a new house
Subject: Joe Brasslett
Let me tell you the story of Our New House. The year was 2010 and my wife and I were looking for a
house. We looked all over the place our Realtor was looking for us as well. We found a house liked the
floor plan except for the Master Bedroom felt like a closet. Key part there was the floor plan we liked it.
So a little while after that my wife and I found a design on line that we really liked and was exactly what
we wanted. This is where Joe comes in.
Our Realtor calls me up and asks if we are still interested in building a house. I am like sure, so she sets
up the meeting. So my wife and I walk in and meet Joe. One of the first questions we ask him is; can
you build us a house with this layout? Joe looks at it and says: Yep! This is where it gets fun and
interesting. The realization that the house we want is going to be built, talk about exciting. Joe offered
up for us to come by the job site anytime we wanted. We took him up on this offer and were over at
the sight every week, sometimes more. Joe and his crew were very accommodating (especially when
Claire brought food or coffee over, they liked that). We had lots of little details and Joe really listened to
us and what we wanted.
Joe surrounds himself and his company with like-minded people and contractors. We worked directly
with Hammond Lumber as well as the electricians, plumbers and painters to make our house exactly the
way we wanted it. The satisfaction of being able to pick out the exact lights, sinks, flooring, cabinets and
colors cannot be put into words.
If you look up Joe on the Internet it will list him as a Construction contractor. I think he should re-name
his company to Joe Brasslett the Home builder. Because he did not build us a house he built us our
home!

Sincerely
Scott & Claire Aton

